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INTRODUCTION 
Lupins are a major contributor to the fsrming systems of the 
Geraldton Region. In 1983, new, early flowering, reduced 
branching lupin types became available from Dr. Gladstones' 
breeding programme. These new types have a markedly different 
pattern of growth and development from the conventional br&nching 
types. The reduced branching lupin produces only primary 
branches and a few secondary branches; it sets many pods on the 
main stem and lower order branches. That is, their yield 
potential is determined earlier in the season, with pods setting 
an:l filling under more favourable conditions. The reduced 
branching types are expected to have major advantages in terms of ., 
crop water use efficiency. 
In trials on the northern yellow sandplain the reduced 
~ranching lines have consistently produced higher yields than tt1e 
commercial branching variety Illyarrie. Trials in 1983 indicated 
a 30% yield ?dvantage in favour of the new types. Detailed study 
of the new lupin types is underway, so that we will have a strong 
scientific and practical knowledge of the reduced branching 
varieties prior to their commercial production after 1978/88. 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
Site: Gills - W. Northampton (high rainfall 320mm) 
Criddles - Balla (low rainfall 220mm) 
Soil Type: Yellow sandplain 
Variety: Illyarrie, Reduced Branching, 75A39-ll9, Marri, 
Kiev Mutant, Soft seeded Erregulla Lupins. 
Seeding Date: Gills - 17/5/84 
Criddles - 16/5/84 
SP.P,ding Rate: 100 kg/ha approx. to establish 40 plants/sqm 
Fertilizer: T-0 Tra2e elements 
T-1 300 kg/ha superphosphate Cu, Mo, Zn#l 
T-2 300 kg/ha superphosphate Cu, Mo, Zn#l plus 
150 kg/ha potash. 
Herbicide: 21/ha Sprayseed 11/ha Simazine 
Fungicide: Rovral - seed dressing 
- spray 2, 4 weeks 250 g/ha 
Design: Randomized block, 4 replicates, plots 60m x l.4m 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Only data from sampling at maturity is presented here. 
Table 1-12. Shoot and root growth, growth partitioning and soil 
moisture were monitored regularly throughout the season. Details 
of this data will be available and will be published later. 
The reduced branching line 75A39-ll9 produced the highest 
yield. Red Branch > Illyarrie > Marri > Kiev Mutant > Erregulla 
for the high fertilizer treatment. Tables l, 7. Results are 
presented on an individual plant basis in Tables 2, 8. Yields 
were higher for the high rainfall Gills site - mean yield 1.22 









Of main interest in this trial is the comparison of the new 
reduced branching lupin with the branching Illyarrie type. 
Using results averaged over the two sites, it can be clearly seen 
that the reduced branching lupins arrive at their final grain 
yield throug~ a markedly different pattern of dry matter 
partitioning than the normal types (of TRbles 3 and 9 and Figures 
land 2). 
The reduced branching line differs from the branching 
Illyarrie type in the following ways: 
(i) slightly higher biological yield in the 1984 season. 
(ii) slightly higher grain yield. 
(iii) 81% higher numb8r of pods per unit area (73% higher 
(iv) 
( v ) 
(vi) 
pods/plant). 
62% higher number of seeds per unit area (56% higher 
seeds/plant). 
10% lower number seeds/pod. 
29% lower individual seed weight. 
The two types also differ markedly in the yield partitioning 
between branching levels. Tables 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12. The 
following patterns are evident: 
(i) Two thirds of the growth of the reduced branching types 
occurs on the main stem. Few se,:ondary branches, and 
no tertiary branches were produced by the reduced 
branching lines. 
(ii) Nearly two thirds of the grain yield of reduced 
branching types is produced by the main stem, witn 
minimal yield coming from secondary and higher 
branches. The ability of the reduced branching type to 
compensate for early leaf, flower or ,pod loss will be 
examined during 1985. 
(iii) 
The yield of Illyarrie lupins is contributed almost 
equally by the main stem (41.5%) and primary brr::nches 
(40.1%), with significant yield coming from secondary 
and tertiary branches. 
The reduc.::>•j branching line produced many pods on 
primary branches which die' not fill properly, leading 
to low pod weights. Illyarrie appears to fill all pods 
similarly, irr9spective of where they are positioned on 
the plant. This indicates that leaf area may be 
limiting yield of the branches of the new types, or 
that the high order branches of Illyarrie (which do not 
themselves produce grain) contribute to grain yield on 
lower order branches. The balance of source-sink will 
be examined during 1985. 
Results suggest that the reduced branching lupins have 
different responses to applied phosphorus and potassium (see 
below). This result was not unexpected, following early and mid 
season observations of root growth and morphology. Sampling 
indicated that the root growth of the reduced branching line 
mirrored top growth - i.e. slightly smaller root system with less 
lateral root branching. 
P RESPONSIVE SITE (WET, GILLS) 6ppmP, 33ppmK 
Effect of Applied Phosphorus on Yield and Yield Components 





















K RESPONSIVE SITE (ORY, CRIDDLES) 12ppmP, 22ppmK 
Effect of Applied Potassium (in presence of basal P) 
on Yield and Yield Components 





















Soil moisture status was monitored using a neutron moisture 
meter. Data are still being processed, but suggest that the 
varieties used in this trial differ in crop wnter use. 
Several other observations worthy of mention are: 
(i) All varieties dropped leaf matter. etc. prior to 
harvest, equivalent in weight to the final grain yield 
(68-212 g/sqm at Criddles and 46-349 g/sqm at Gills). 
As expected, leaf drop was greatest for the later 
maturing Marri and Erregulla. The magnitude of leaf 
drop suggests that considerable available carbohydrate 
(and possibly riitrogen) remains in leaves which drop 
due to water stress induced abscission. 
(ii) When the dropped plant material is taken into account, 
(iii) 
harvest indexes are very low, 0.19-0.35 at Gills. This 
comp8res with values above 0.45 regularly attained for 
cereals, and suggests that there is much scope for 
further improving lupin yields. 
The pods themselves represent a larn2 proportion of the 
reproductive dry weight of all lupin varieties (36-47% 
at Criddles and 34-44% at Gills). There may be some 
scope for improving the efficiency of reproductive 
~rowth; obviously, the best way may be to increase 
seeds se: per pod, but reducing ~od shell thickness may 




















Dry matter partitioning for lllyarrie 
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FIG 2: Dry matter partitioning for Reduced 







TABLE 1: LOW RAINFALL SITE (CRIDDLES) 
HARVEST DATA 
+---------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I IGY M/HI GY I BY I IWT DROPIBY+DROPI I 
I It/ha I g/m2 I g/m2 I HI(a)I g/m2 I g/m2 I HI(b)I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 IERREGULLA I I I I I I I I 
I NIL I o.55 I 140.4 I 483.5 I 0.29 I 190.8 I 674.4 I 0.21 I 
I +P I o.57 I 113.0 I 368.4 I 0.30 I 205.6 I 574.0 I 0.20 I 
I +P+K I 0.76 I 147.2 I 571.9 I 0.25 I 212.0 I 783.8 I 0.19 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 IILLYARRIE I I I I I I I I 
I NIL I 1.50 I 149.l I 378.0 I 0.39 I 128.0 I 505.9 I 0.29 I 
I +P I 1.33 I 165.0 I 461.9 I 0.35 I 124.6 I 586.4 I o.28 I 
I +P+K I 1.88 I 193.6 I 486.6 I 0.40 I 117.6 I 604.2 I 0.32 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 I KIEV MUT. I I I I I I I I 
I NIL I 0.41 I 92.5 I 198.7 I 0.46 I 68.4 I 267.0 I 0.35 I 
I +P I 0.54 I 94.3 I 209.8 I 0.44 I 94.5 I 304.2 I 0.31 I 
I +P+K I o.90 I 109.0 I 245.l I o.45 I 89.6 I 334.6 I D.32 I • 
!----------~--------------------------------------~-------------! I MARR I I I I I I I I I 
I NIL I 1.02 I 114.3 I 415.l I 0.28 I 142.6 I 557.1 I 0.20 I 
I +P I o.78 I 129.3 I 531.2 I 0.24 I 155.6 I 686.8 I 0.19 I 
I +P+K I o.99 I 169.8 I 634.l I 0.26 I 193.0 I 827.o I 0.20 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 IRED/BRANCH I I I I I I I I 
I NIL I 1.75 I 180.5 I 446.4 I 0.41 I 134.6 I 581.0 I 0.31 I 
I +P I 1.26 I 149.0 I 355.6 I 0.42 I 142.6 I 498.2 I 0.30 I 
I +P+K I 1.94 I 190.5 I 499.2 I 0.39 I 113.7. I 612.9 I 0.31 I 
+--------------------------------------------------------~------+ 
(a) Final standing. plant material only. 
(b) Includes dead lupin material collected 




TABLE 2 : LOW RAINFALL SITE (CRIDDLES) 
HARVEST DATA--INDIVIDUAL PLANT BASIS 
+---------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I I GY M/H I GY I BY I PODS/ IDROP MATI BY+DROPI 
I I g/plantl g/plantl g/plantl PLANT lg/plant*I g/plantl 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
I ERREGULLA I I I I I I I 
I NIL I 1.10 I 1.73 I 5.95 I 5.2 I 2.38 I 8.33 I 
I +P I 1.35 I 2.23 I 7.23 I 6.8 I 3.98 I 11.21 I 
I +P+K I 1.73 I 2.18 I 8.50 I 6.5 I 3.18 I 11.68 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
IILLYARRIE I I I I I I I 
I NIL I 5.83 I 5.15 I 13.15 I 10.2 I 4.35 I 17.50 I 
I +P I 5.28 I 4.98 I 13.93 I 10.8 I 3.63 I 17.56 
I +P+K I 8.33 I 5.45 I 13.73 I 9.5 I 3.4 I 17.13 
1--------------------------------~------------------------------
IKIEV MUT. I I I I I I 
I NIL I 0.98 I 2.20 I 4.75 I 2.5 I 1.63 I 6.38 
I +P I 1.35 I 2.33 I 5.13 I 2.8 I 2.55 I 7.38 
I +P+K I 2.15 I 2.35 I 5.35 I 2.8 I 1.90 I 7.25 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 MARRI I I I I I I 
I NIL I 2.23 I 2.13 I 7.65 I 3.8 I 2.58 I 10.23 
I +P I 2.20 I 2.58 I 10.58 I 5.0 I 3.10 I 13.68 
I +P+K I 2.68 I 4.85 I 18.03 I 8.2 I 5.6 I 23.63 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 RED/BRANCH I I I I I I 
I NIL I 3.85 I 2.73 I 6.75 I 8.0 I 2.03 I 
I +P I 3.90 I 3.93 I 9.40 I 11.5 I 3.88 I 





* DROP MAT = Dead lupin material collected from 
the soil surface at crop maturity. 
TABLE 3: LOW RAINFALL SITE (CRIDDLES) 
POD DATA 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I I I ISEEDSI I WT OF I POD I 
I I PODS/ I SEEDS/ I I I SEED IPOD-SEED !SHELL I 
I I M2 I M2 I POD I WT g I g/m2 I WT g/pd I 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 I ERREGULLA I I I I I I 
I NIL I 431.5 I 934.5 I 2.1 I 0.15 I 111.5 I 2.26 
I +P I 352.5 I 739.5 I 2.0 I 0.15 I 90.6 I o.26 
I +P+K I 450.5 I 1043.0 I 2.2 I D.14 I 149.0 I 0.33 
l-----~--------------------------------------------------------1 ILLYARRIE I I I I I I 
I NIL I 293.5 I 941.0 I 3.2 I 0.16 I 97.4 I 0.33 
I +P I 360.5 I 1082.5 I 3.o I 0.15 I 123.8 I 0.34 
I +P+K I 337.5 I 1174.5 I 3.4 I 0.16 I 111.4 I 0.33 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 KIEV MUT. I I I I I I 
I NIL I 113.0 I 260.5 I 2.2 I 0.35 I 51.4 I 0.45 
I +P I 116.0 I 275.5 I 2.3 I o.34 I 49.8 I 0.43 
I +P+K I 131.5 I 387.5 I 2.8 I 0.31 I 58.5 I 0.44 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
I MARR I I I I I I I I 
I NIL I 207.5 I 684.0 I 3.3 I 0.17 I 69.3 I 0.33 I 
I +P I 255.5 I 840.5 I 3.3 I 0.15 I 84.6 I o.33 I 
I +P+K I 292.5 I 1071.o I 3.6 I 0.16 I 93.0 I 0.32 I 
!-----------------------------------------------------~--------! 
I RED/BRANCH I I I I I I I 
I NIL I 533.5 I 1476.0 I 2.7 I 0.12 I 121.8 I 0.23 I 
I +P I 440.5 I 1382.0 I 3.1 I 0.11 I 94.4 I 0.21 I 










TABLE 4: LOW RAINFALL SITE (CRIDDLES) 
BIOLOGICAL YIELD FOR BRANCHING LEVELS 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I BIOL I % ON I % I % 2nd, I 
I YIELD I MAIN I 1st I 3rd 
I g/plant I STEM I ORDER I ORDER 
ERREGULLA I 
NIL I 6.0 95.5 4.3 0.2 
+P I 7.2 93.0 6.8 0.2 
+P+K I 8.5 94.0 5.8 0.2 
--------------------------------------------------------------ILLYARRIE I 
NIL I 13.2 47.3 43.3 9.4 
+P I 13.9 47.0 44.8 8.2 
+P+K I 13.7 40.5 45.8 13.7 
KIEV MUT. I 
NIL 4.8 88.5 I 9.7 1.8 
+P I 5.1 I 89.0 I 9.5 I 1.5 
+P+K I 5.4 I 84.0 I 13.5 I 2.5 I 
------------------------------------------~-------------------! 
MARR! I I I I . I 
NIL I 7.6 I 81.0 I 18.8 I 0.2 I 
+P I 10.6 I 78.0 I 21.8 I 0.2 I 
I +P+K I 18.0 I 76.3 I 23.5 I 0.2 I 
!--------------------------------------------------------------! 
IRED/BRANCH I I I I I 
I NIL I 6.8 I 69.5 I 29.0 I 1.5 I 
I +P I 9.4 I 59.5 I 37.0 I 3.5 -1 
I +P+K I 14.7 I 67.3 I 30.3 I 2.4 I 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
TABLE 5: LOW RAINFALL SITE (CRIDDLES) 
GRAIN YIELD FOR BRANCHING LEVELS 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I I GRAIN I % GY I % GY I % 2nd, I 
I I YIELD I MAIN I 1st I 3rd I 
I I g/plant I STEM I ORDER I ORDER I 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 I ERREGULLA I I I I I 
I NIL I 1. 7 I 97. 7 I 2. 3 I I 
I +P I 2. 2 I 9 5. 3 I 4. 8 I I 
I +P+K I 2.2 I 96.3 I 3.8 I I 
!--------------------------------------------------------------! 
IILLYARRIE I I I I I 
I NIL I 5.2 I 41.7 I 51.l I 7.2 I 
I +P I 5. o I 33. 2 I 60. 4 I 6. 4 I 
I +P+K I 5.5 I 36.9 I 51.9 I 11.2 I 
!--------------------------------------------------------------! !KIEV MUT. I I I I I 
I NIL I 2.2 I 95.8 I 4.2 I I 
+P I 2. 3 I 9 5. 9 I 4 .1 I I 
+P+K I 2.4 I 87.0 I 13.0 I I 
--------------------------------------------------------------! MARRI I I I I I 
NIL I 2.1 I 66.l I 33.9 I I 
+P I 2. 6 I 71. 4 I 28. 6 I I 
+P+K I 4.9 I 59.2 I 40.8 I I 
--------------------------------------------------------------! 
RED/BRANCH I I I I I 
NIL I 2.7 I 68.4 I 30.8 I 0.8 I 
+P I 3.9 I 58.o I 39.l I 2.9 I 









TABLE 6: LOW RAINFALL SITE (CRIDDLES) 
POD DATA FOR BRANCHING LEVELS 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I I TOTAL I % ON I % ON l % 2nd, I 
I I PODS I MAIN I 1st I 3rd I 
I I pod/plant I STEM I ORDER I ORDER I 
!--------~-----------------------------------------------------! 
IERREGULLA I I I I I 
I NIL I 5.3 I 97.3 I 2.7 I 
I +P I 7.0 I 94.7 I 5.3 I 
I +P+K I 6.7 I 94.6 I 5.4 I 
1--------------------------------------------------------------
1 ILLYARRIE I I I I 
I NIL I 10.3 I 39.6 I 49.6 I 10.8 
I +P I 10.8 I 39.5 I 51.2 I 9.3 
I +P+K I 9.6 I 31.9 I 50.8 I 17.3 
KIEV MUT. I 
NIL 2.7 91.l I 8.9 
+P 2.8 90.5 I 9.5 I 
+P+K I 2.8 I 87.6 I 12.4 I 
--------------------------------------------------------------! 
MARRI I I I I I 
NIL I 3.8 I 62.7 I 37.3 I I 
+P I 5 .1 I 58. o I 42. a I I 
+P+K . I 8.4 I 53.0 I 47.0 I I 
-------------------------·-------------------------------------! 
RED/BRANCH I I I I I 
NIL I 8.1 I 58.2 I 39.4 I 2.4 I 
+P I 11.7 I 59.4 I 36.5 I 4.1 I 
+P+K I 15.4 I 55.l I 40.8 I 4.1 I 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
TABLE 7: HIGH RAINFALL SITE (GILLS) 
HARVEST DATA 
+---------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I IGY M/HI GY I BY I IWT DROPIBY+DROPI I 
I I t/ha I g/m2 I g/m2 I HI (a) I g/m2 I g/m2 I HI ( b) I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
IERREGULLA I I I I I I I I 
I NIL I 0.52 I 115.2 I 426.5 I 0.27 I 138.8 I 565.2 I 0.20 I 
I +P I 0.86 I 189.7 I 738.6 I 0.26 I 256.4 I 994.9 I 0.19 I 
I +P+K I 0.77 I 202.3 I 782.5 I 0.26 I 175.5 I 958.0 I 0.21 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
I ILL YARRIE I I I I I I I I 
I NIL I 1.06 I 137.5 I 449.4 I 0.34 I 130.2 I 579.5 I 0.24 I 
I +P I 1.94 I 216.0 I 549.0 I 0.39 I 171.4 I 720.5 I 0.30 I 
I +P+K I 2.11 I 196.5 I 536.0 I 0.37 I 135.6 I 671.6 I 0.29 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
I KIEV MUT. I I I I I I I I 
I NIL I 0.32 I 87.5 I 174.4 I 0.54 I 45.5 I 219.9 I 0.40 I 
I +P I 1.21 I 137.2 I 337.5 I 0.40 I 65.4 I 402.8 I 0.34 I 
I +P+K I 1.16 I 188.4 I 447.6 I 0.42 I 53.2 I 500.8 I 0.38 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
I MARR! I I I I I I I I 
I NIL I 0.71 I 103.7 I 438.7 I 0.24 I 182.6. I 621.2 I 0.17 I 
I +P I 1.08 I 133.5 I 660.6 I 0.20 I 348.8 11009.4 I 0.13 I 
I +P+K I 1.05 I 143.7 I 680.5 I 0.21 I 274.6 I 955.o I 0.15 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
IRED/BRANCH I I I I I I I I 
I NIL I 1.08 I 149.6 I 371.5 I 0.40 I 89.8 I 461.4 I 0.32 I 
I +P I 2.07 I 239.6 I 628.7 I o.38 I 197.8 I 826.4 I 0.29 I 
I +P+K I 2.29 I 247.4 I 619.9 I 0.40 I 143.7 I 763.6 I 0.32 I 
+---------------------------------------------------------------+ 
(a) Final standing plant material only. 
(b) Includes dead lupin material collected 








TABLE 8: HIGH RAINFALL SITE (GILLS) 
HARVEST DATA--INDIVIDUAL PLANT BASIS 
+---------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I I GY M/H I GY I BY I PODS/ IDROP MATI BY+DROP! 
I I g/plantl g/plantl g/plantl PLANT lg/plant*I g/plantl 
!---------------------------------------------------------------! 
IERREGULLA I I I I I I I 
I NIL I 1.30 I 1.83 I 6.63 I 4.8 I 2.08 I 8.71 I 
I +P I 2.25 I 4.oo I 15.60 I 8.8 I 5.23 I 20.80 I 
I +P+K I 2.20 I 4.78 I 17.80 I 10.8 I 4.30 I 22.10 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 IILLYARRIE I I I I I I I 
I NIL I 3.78 I 3.10 I 9.18 I 7.2 I 2.55 I 11.73 I 
I +P I 6.80 I 6.58 I 16.58 I 12.2 I 4.oo I 20.58 I 
I +P+K I 8.78 I 5.80 I 15.88 I 10.8 I 4.03 I 19.91 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
KIEV MUT. I I I I I I I 
NIL I 0.78 I 1.58 I 3.28 I 2.0 I 0.80 I 4.08 I 
+P I 3.18 I 3.38 I 8.23 I 4.5 I 1.58 I 9.81 

















































* DROP MAT = Dead lu~in material collected from 
the soil surface at crop maturity. 
TABLE 9: HIGH RAINFALL SITE (GILLS) 
POD DATA 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I I I ISEEDSI I WT OF I POD 
I I PODS/ I SEEDS/ I I I SEED !POD-SEED !SHELL 
I I M2 I M2 I POD I WT g I g/m2 I 'NT g/pd 
!--------------------------------------------------------------
' ERREGULLA I I I I I I 
I NIL I 303.0 I 714.0 I 2.3 I 0.16 I 100.0 I 0.33 
I +P I 419.0 I 1146.5 I 3.1 I 0.16 I 153.0 I 0.36 
I +P+K I 462.3 I 1196.0 I 2.6 I 0.17 I 156.3 I 0.33 
1--------------------------------------------------------------
1 ILLYARRIE I I I I I I 
I NIL I 356.5 I 891.0 I 2.6 I 0.16 I 166.0 I 0.46 
I +P I 419.5 I 1441.5 I 3.4 I o.15 I 138.4 I o.33 
I +P+K I 371.0 I 1370.0 I 3.6 I 0.14 I 121.l I 0.33 
!--------------------------------------------------------------
!KI EV MUT. I I I I I I 
I NIL I 111.0 I 271.0 I 2.3 I 0.36 I 51.2 I 0.46 
I +P I 191.o I 462.5 I 2.4 I 0.30 I 71.4 I 0.37 
I +P+K I 242.0 I 574.5 I 2.3 I 0.32 I 88.l I 0.36 
!--------------------------------------------------------------
!MARR I I I I I I I 
I NIL I 210.0 I 656.5 I 3.1 I 0.16 I 74.0 I 0.35 
I +P I 204.0 I 958.0 I 2.8 I 0.14 I 57.0 I 0.28 I 
I +P+K I 267.o I 1026.5 I 3.8 I 0.14 I 82.2 I 0.31 I 
!--------------------------------------------------------------! 
I RED/BRANCH I I I I I I I 
I NIL I 458.0 I 1335.0 I 2.9 I 0.11 I 104.7 I 0.23 I 
I +P I 745.5 I 233.80 I 3.1 I 0.10 I 168.5 I 0.23 I 







TABLE 10: HIGH RAINFALL SITE (GILLS) 
BIOLOGICAL YIELD DATA FOR BRANCHING LEVELS 
+--------------------------------------------------------------·~ BIOL % ON % I % 2nd, I 
I YIELD MAIN 1st I 3rd I 
I I g/plant I STEM I ORDER I ORDER I 
!--------------------------------------------------------------! 
IERREGULLA I I I I I 
I NIL I 6.6 I 89.5 I 10.3 I 0.2 I 
I +P I 15.6 I 79.3 I 20.5 I 0.2 I 
I +P+K I 17.8 I 78.5 I 21.3 I 0.2 I 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
IILLYARRIE I I I I I 
I NIL I 9.2 I 60.5 I 31.3 I 18.2 I 
I +P I 16.6 I 50.0 I 37.5 I 12.5 I 
I +P+K I 15.9 I 43.5 I 35.0 I 21.5 I 
!--------------------------------------------------------------! 
IKIEV MUT. I I I I I 
I NIL I 3.3 I 90.3 I 8.5 I 0.2 .. I 
I +P I 8.2 I 67.o I 28.0 I 5.tJ I 
I +P+K I 9.9 I 66.0 I 28.8 I 5.2 I 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
IMARRI I I I I I 
I NIL I 6.8 I 83.8 I 16.0 I 0.2 I 
I +P I 12.4 I 79.0 I 20.8 I 0.2 I 
I +P+K I 13.0 I 82.5 I 17.3 I 0.2 I 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
IRED/BRANCH I I I I I 
I NIL I 8.7 I 81.5 I 16.8 I 1.7 .I 
I +P I 13.6 I 69.8 I 27.5 I 2.7 I 
I +P+K I 15.7 I 68.0 I 29.8 I 2.2 I 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
TABLE 11: HIGH RAINFALL SITE (GILLS) 
GRAIN YIELD DATA FOR BRANCHING LEVELS 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I I GRAIN I % GY I % GY I % 2nd, I 
I I YIELD I MAIN I 1st I 3rd I 
I I g/plant I STEM I ORDER I ORDER I 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 I ERREGULLA I I I I I 
I NIL I 1. 8 I 92. 6 I 7. 4 I I 
I +P I 4.0 I 80.0 I 20.0 I I 
I +P+K I 4.8 I 76.8 I 23.2 I I 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
IILLYARRIE I I I I I 
I NIL I 3.1 I 67.9 I 27.9 I 4.2 I 
I +P I 6. 6 I 46. 8 I 43. 4 I 9. 8 I 
I +P+K I 5.8 I 43.5 I 41.6 I 14.9 I 
!--------------------------------------------------------------! KIEV MUT. I I I I I 
NIL I 1.6 I 80.2 I 19.8 I I 
+P I 3.4 I 73.2 I 26.5 I 0.3 I 
+P+K I 4.2 I 71.4 I 28.6 I I 
--------------------------------------------------------------1 
MARR I I I I I I 
NIL I 1.6 I 71.6 I 28.5 I I 
+P I 2.5 I 57.7 I 41.5 I 0.8 I 
+P+K I 2. 8 I 64. o I 36. o I I 
--------------------------------------------------------------! 
RED/BRANCH I I I I I 
NIL I 3.6 I 83.9 I 15.6 I 0.3 I 
+P I 5.2 I 70.3 I 27.9 I 1.8 I 








TABLE 12: HIGH RAINFALL SITE (GILLS) 
POD DATA FOR BRANCHING LEVELS 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I I TOTAL I % ON I % ON I % 2nd, 
I I PODS I MAIN I 1st I 3rd 
I I pod/plant I STEM I ORDER I ORDER 
1--------------------------------------------------------------
IERREGULLA I I I I 
I NIL I 4.8 I 90.2 I 9.8 I 
I +P I 8. 9 I 72. 6 I 27. 4 I 
I +P+K I 10.8 I 74.4 I 25.6 I 
1--------------------------------------------------------------
1 ILLYARRIE I I I I 
I NIL I 7.3 I 56.l I 36.2 I 17.7 
I +P I 12.6 I 46.l I 40.l I 13.8 
I +P+K I 10.9 I 42.0 I 39.8 I 18.2 
!--------------------------------------------------------------! 
IKIEV MUT. I I I I I 
I NIL I 2.0 I 93.8 I 6.2 I I 
I +P I 4.6 I 65.3 I 34.4 I o.3 I 
I +P+K I 5.4 I 64.5 I 35.5 I I 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
IMARRI I I I I I 
I NIL I 3.2 I 63.9 I 36.l I I 
I +P I 3. 7 I 64. o I 36. o I I 
I +P+K I 5.1 I 52.7 I 47.4 I I 
1--------------------------------------------------------------1 
IRED/BRANCH I I I I I 
I NIL I 10.6 I 72.6 I 25.3 I 2.1 I 
I +P I 16.l I 59.6 I 34.7 I 5.7 I 
I +P+K I 19.8 I 54.l I 41.4 I 4.5 I 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
TRIAL E84Cl9 - Effect Of Density And Nitrogen On Growth And 
Yield Of Uniculm And Tillering Wheat 
(filed ondisk RESULT 84 "Uniculm") 
BACKGROUND 
Water is the major limitation to cereal crop production in 
the low rainfall areas of the wheat belt. Crop growth is 
directly related to water use. Conventional cereal varieties 
grow rapidly during the early part of the season, rroducing many 
tillers. A large proportion of these tillers do not survive to 
produce viable heads. Rapid growth and tillering uses much soil 
moisture, which for a given moisture storage and supply, means 
less water is available for later reproduction growth and grain 
filling. The concept of limited tillering cereals (including 
uniculms and biculms) proposed by C.M. Donald in 1968 offers 
considerable potential for improving cereal crop water use 
efficiency and grain yield. 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
Site: ECRS 
Soil Type: Yellow sandplain 
Variety: Eradu wheat (tillering), CMD 78/67/32 
Seeding Date: 18/6/84 
Seeding Rate: 40, 70, 100, 150, 200, kg/ha 
Fertilizer: 150 kg/ha TSP 
O, 12.5, 25, SO, 100, 50+50 kgN/ha 
N application times 19/7 and 15/8 
Herbicide: 1.41/ha Roundup 11/hA Buckshot 
Design: Randomized block, 4 replicates, plots lorn x l.4m 
RESULTS 
Seedling astablishment counts (39DAP) and harvest data are 
presented in tables below. Although statistical Enalysis has not 
been completed the following trends are evide~t. 
(1) Seedling Establishment - There was better establishment of 
Eradu compared with CMD 78/67/32. For both varieties, 
establishment increased linearly with increased s~e~ing 
rate to 200 kg/ha. Table 4. 
(2) Biological and Grain Yield - T~e varieties had similar 
yield. There was no response to seeding rate, and little 
or no response to applied nitrogen fertilizer. Tables 2, 
3, 4. Data on an individual plant basis show the classical 
response to increased seeding rate. Tables 10 and 11. As 
expected fromlower plantestablishment, CMD 78/67/32had 
considerably higher dry matter and grain yield per plant. 
(3) Harvest Index - The varieties exhibited sirnilsr H.I. of 








(4) Head Number - The varieties had similar mean head density 
(no/sqm), which was unresponsive to nitrogen rate. CMD 
78/67/32 had higher head density at low seeding rate, and 
vice versa. Table 6. A similar resfjcnse was evident when 
heads/plant was calculated on the basis of seedlins 
establishment counts. Table 12. CMD 78/67/32 did not 
behave as a uniculm, producing many tillers at low 
plant density. See discussion below. 
(5) Seed Number - Both varieties produ~ed approximately 5000 
seeds/m2. Data suggest a response to N rate for CMD 
78/67/32 and to seeding rate for Eradu. Table 7. Nitrogen 
rate had no effect on seed number per head. Table 8. 
Seeding rate produced opposite responses for this parameter 
for the two varieties. As expected, head size of Eradu 
decreased with increased seeding rate. However, head size 
of CMD 78/67/32 increased with increased seeding rate, 
indicating that many heads produced at low plant density 
were very small with only the main stem producing larger 
heads at high plant density. See Discussion ~elow. 
(6) Seed Weight - The varieties had similar individual seed 
weight, which was unaffected IJy nitrogen or seeding rate. 
Table 9. 
DISCUSSION 
Results highlighted two major disappointments associated 
with the current uniculm cereal work. Firstly, the so-called 
"uniculm" line CMD 78/67/32 did not exhibit uniculm 
characteristics, producing more fertile tillers at low density 
than did Eradu. Secondly, yield levels are often (as with this 
trial) well below maximum due to factors not related to plant 
type; in this case, due mainly to soil compaction. 
Although CMD 78/67/32 did not exhibit the single stem 
character it had a very different tillering pattern from Eradu. 
At harvest, CMD 78/67/32 had large heads on the main stem with 
very small heads on surviving tillers. This is consistent with 
other observations (W.J.R. Boyd pers. comm.) that this "uniculm" 
material has controlled early tillering, but produces a number of 
late tillers. It is hoped that the production of good genetic 
material from the breeding programmes of J.T. Reeves and Dr B. 
Whan will see significant advanc2s in uniculm cereal research. 
There was little or no repsonse to applied nitrogen 
fertilizer, despite good growth conditions. Results from other 
trials have clearly shown that the levels of soil compaction 
present at the ECRS site may reduce cereal yields by up to 50%. 
While much of the future uniculm work will be concentrated on 
heavier soil types, it is likely that the uniculm plant type will 
also have some advantages on uncompacted sandy soil sites. 
1.36 
TABLE 1 
PLANT DENSITY (39 OAP) NO/M2 
+---------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I I S40 I S70 I SlOO I Sl50 I S200 I MEAMS I 
1--------------1------1-------1--------l--------l-------l-------I 
I I I I I I I I 
I ERADU I 86.DI 166.0 I 199.0 I 254.0 I 333.0 I 207.6 I 
I ND I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 65.DI 117.0 I 145.0 I 202.0 I 268.0 I 159.4 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
I ERADU I 79.0I 164.0 I 225.0 I 317.0 I 367.0 I 230.4 
IN12.5 I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 66.0I 122.D I 121.0 I 199.D I 232.0 I 148.0 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 78.DI 94.0 I 202.0 I 274.0 I 331.0 I 195.8 
I N25. o I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 63.0 I 119.0 I 124.0 I 225.0 I 251.0 I 156.4 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 79.0I 152.0 I 233.0 I 335.0 I 355.0 I 230.8 
I N50. o I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 39.0I 114.0 I 165.0 I 219.0 I 217.0 I 150.8 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 68.DI 179.0 I 238.0 I 280.0 I 371.0 I 227.2 I 
INlDO.D I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 57.DI 132.0 I 132.0 I 216.0 I 246.0 I 156.6 I 
1--------------------------------------------------------~------I 
I ERADU I 85.0I 114.0 I 201.0 I 288.0 I 388.0 I 215.2 I 
IN50+5D I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 84.DI 80.0 I 131.D I 210.0 I 279.0 I 156.8 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
I ERADU I 79.21 144.8 I 216.3 I 291.3 I 357.5 I 217.8 I 
I MEANS I I I I I I I 









GRAIN YIELD t/ha MACHINE HARVESTED 
+---------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I I S40 I S70 I SlOO I Sl50 I S200 I MEANSI 
l--------------l------1-------1--------1--------l-------l-------I 
I I I I I I I I 
I ERADU I 1.111 1.15 I 0.89 I 1.03 I 0.93 I 1.02 I 
I NO I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 1.141 1.24 I 1.06 I 1.28 I 0.88 I 1.12 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
I ERADU I 1.051 1.46 I 1.17 I 1.07 I 1.10 I 1.17 I 
I Nl2. 5 I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 1.211 1.40 I 1.17 I 1.31 I 1.08 I 1.23 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 1.12 I 1.19 I l. 33 I l. 24 I 1.17 I l. 21 
I N25. o I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I LOOI 1.09 I 1.13 I 1.10 I l.08 I l.08 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 0.861 1.12 I 1.35 I 1.16 I 0.99 I 1.10 
I N50. o I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 1.081 1.23 I 1.52 I 1.18 I 1.10 I 1.22 
1-------------------------------------------------------~-------
I ERADU I 1.161 1.47 I 1.54 I 1.12 I 1.03 I 1.26 
INlOO.O I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 0.831 1.18 I 1.38 I 1.16 I 1.28 I 1.17 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 1.111 1.29 I 1.25 I 1.15 I l.33 I 1.23 
I N50+50 I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 1.13[ 1.34 I 1.41 I 1.23 I 1.16 I 1.25 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 1.071 1.28 I 1.26 I 1.13 I 1.10 I 1.16 
I MEANS I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 1.061 1.25 I 1.28 I 1.21 I 1.10 I 1.18 
+---------------------------------------------------------------
TABLE 3 
BIOLOGICAL YIELD g/m2 HAND HARVESTED 
+---------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I I S40 I S70 I SlOO I Sl50 I S200 I MEANS 
l--------------1------1-------1--------l--------l-------l-------
I I I I I I I 
I ERADU I 443.81 363.8 I 442.5 I 422.5 I 419.4 I 418.4 
I NO I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 438.81 397.5 I 425.6 I 393.l I 376.9 I 406.4 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 423.81 385.0 I 436.9 I 403.l I 394.4 I 408.6 
I Nl2. 5 I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 375.61 435.6 I 492.5 I 391.7 I 423.l I 423.7 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 461.91 422.5 I 443.8 I 308.l I 361.9 I 399.6 
I N25. o I. I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67 /32 I 465.6 I 378.8 I 440.6 I 435.6 I 354.4 I 415.0 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 416.21 401.9 I 441.9 I 485.6 I 490.0 I 447.1 
I N50. o I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 384.41 403.8 I 400.0 I 412.5 I 414.4 I 403.0 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 421.91 481.9 I 444.4 I 461.2 I 439.4 I 449.8 
INlOO.O I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 392.51 428.1 I 478.l I 356.9 I 397.5 I 410.6 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
I ERADU I 404.41 418.8 I 462.5 I 406.2 I 428.8 I 424.l I 
IN50+50 I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 453.ll 352.5 I 491.9 I 450.6 I 368.1 I 423.2 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
I ERADU I 428.71 412.3 I 445.3 I 414.4 I 422.3 I 424.6 I 
I MEANS I I I I I I I 






GRAIN YIELD g/m2 HAND HARVESTED 
+---------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I I 540 I 570 I 5100 I 5150 I 5200 I MEANSI 
l--------------1------1-------1--------l--------l-------l-------I 
I I I I I I I I 
I ERADU I 193.61 174.8 I 183.4 I 169.l I 162.0 I 176.6 I 
I NO I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 192.71 163.5 I 186.0 I 187.8 I 182.9 I 182.6 I 
l--------~------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 165.41 190.l I 221.9 I 173.0 I 189.9 I 188.l 
I Nl2. 5 I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 183.81 167.2 I 182.0 I 178.2 I 174.8 I 177.2 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 215.ll 170.l I 192.9 I 180.8 I 134.3 I 178.6 
N25. o I I I I I I 
CMD 78/67 /32 I 202.2 I 179.9 I 192.9 I 133.8 I 167 .3 I 175.2 
---------------------------------------------------------------
ERA DU 182.ll 166.9 178.2 174.4 180.561 176.4 
N50.0 I I 
CMD 78/67/32 174.0I 177.5 196.8 216.l 224.l I 197.7 
---------------------------------------------------------------
ERADU 163.ll 191. 9 204.l 159.5 167.8 177.3 
NlOO.O I 
CMD 78/67/32 169.ll 211.5 196.9 208.6 183.9 194.0 
~--------------------------------------------------------------
ERADU 200.81 147.2 207.4 194.7 162.8 182.6 
N50+50 I 
CMD 78/67/32 164.61 172.5 220.l 182.2 189.8 185.8 
---------------------------------------------------------------
ERADU 186.71 173.5 198.0 175.2 166.2 179.9 
MEANS I 





I I S40 I S70 I SlDD I Sl50 I s200 I MEANS I 
l--------------l------l-------l--------1--------1-------1-------I 
I I I I I I I I 
I ERADU I 0.43 I 0.45 I 0.41 I 0.44 I 0.44 I 0.43 I 
I ND I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 0.44 I 0.44 I 0.42 I D.43 I D.44 I 0.43 I 
!---------------------------------------------------------------! 
I ERADU I o. 40 I D. 44 I D. 44 I o. 44 I o. 42 I o. 43 I 
I Nl2. 5 I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 0.44 I 0.44 I D.45 I 0.43 I D.45 I D.44 I 
!---------------------------------------------------------------! 
I ERADU I 0.44 I 0.43 I 0.44 I 0.43 I 0.46 I 0.44 I 
I N25. o I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I D.46 I D.45 I D.43 I 0.41 I D.39 I 0.43 I 
!---------------------------------------------------------------! 
I ERADU I o. 42 I o. 44 I o. 44 I o. 44 I o. 45 I o. 44 I 
I N50. o I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I D.47 I D.41 I D.44 I D.42 I D.44 I 0.43 I 
!---------------------------------------------------------------! 
I ERADU I o. 43 I o. 43 I o. 42 I o. 44 I o. 44 I o. 43 I 
I Nl o o. o I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 0.41 I 0.44 I 0.42 I 0.44 I D.42 I D.43 I 
!---------------------------------------------------------------! 
I ERADU I D. 40 I o. 41 I o. 48 I D. 45 I D. 44 I o. 44 I 
IN50+5D I I I I I I I ~ 
I CMD 78/67/32 I D.44 I D.41 I D.42 I D.43 I D.44 I 0.43 I 
!---------------------------------------------------------------! tt 
I ERADU I D. 42 I D. 43 I o. 44 I o. 44 I o. 44 I o. 43 I 
I MEANS I I I I I I I ~ 






HEAD NUMBER NO/M2 
+-----~---------------------------------------------------------+ 
I I S40 I S70 I SlOO I Sl50 I s200 I MEANS! 
l--------------1------1-------1--------l--------l-------l-------
I I I I I I I 
I ERADU I 339.41 259.4 I 320.6 I 273.8 I 243.l I 287.3 
I NO I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 208.51 330.6 I 302.5 I 358.8 I 216.8 I 283.fa 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 237.51 396.2 I 341.8 I 295.6 I 328.l I 319.8 
I Nl2. 5 I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 258.ll 259.4 I 216.9 I 339.2 I 299.4 I 274.6 
---------------------------------------------------------------
ERADU I 262.51 265.0 I 224.4 I 211. 9 195.0 231.8 
N25.0 I I I I 
CMD 78/67/32 I 243.8 I 196.2 I 258.l I 317 .5 429.4 289.0 
---------------------------------------------------------------
ERADU 376.91 367.5 238.l 230.0 307.5 304.0 
N50.0 I 
CMD 78/67/32 211.21 334.4 303.l 301. 9 213.8 272.9 
---------------------------------------------------------------
ERADU 328.ll 293.8 248.l 204.4 I 209.4 256.8 
NlOO.O I I 
CMD 78/67/32 263.81 187.5 295.0 180.0 I 274.4 240.l 
---------------------------------------------------------------
ERADU 283.0I 339.4 225.6 295.0 166.2 261. 8 
N50+50 I 
CMD 78/67/32 270.61 271. 9 283.l 320.6 212.5 271.7 
---------------------------------------------------------------
ERADU 304.61 320.2 266.4 251. 8 241.6 276.9 
MEANS I 
CMD 78/67/32 242.71 263.3 276.4 303.0 274.4 272.0 
+---------------------------------------------------------------+ 
TABLE 7 
SEED NUMBER NO/M2 
+---------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I I S40 I S70 I SlOO I Sl50 I S200 I MEANS I 
l--------------l------1-------1--------1--------l-------l-------I 
I I I I I I I I 
I ERADU I 5459 I 4733 I 5099 I 4694 I 4741 I 4945 I 
I NO I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 4904 I 4582 I 5414 I 4934 I 5111 I 4989 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
I ERADU I 4548 I 5692 I 6188 I 4668 I 5118 I 5243 I 
IN12.5 I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 5525 I 4320 I 5409 I 5016 I 4426 I 4939 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
I ERADU I 5816 I 4622 I 5078 I 5569 I 3539 I 4925 I 
I N25. o I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 5679 I 5309 I 5487 I 4051 I 4372 I 4980 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
I ERADU I 4746 I 4674 I 4864 I 4792 I 5273 I 4870 I 
I N50. o I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67 /32 I 5320 I 4568 I 5706 I 5831 I 5850 I 5455 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
I ERADU I 4221 I 5410 I 6074 I 4521 I 5143 I 5074 I 
INlOO.O I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 5163 I 5658 I 5406 I 5972 I 5523 I 5544 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
I ERADU I 5629 I 4521 I 6359 I 5486 I 4336 I 5266 I 
IN50+50 I I I I I I I 9 
I CMD 78/67 /32 I 4945 I 5036 I 5751 I 5165 I 5395 I 5258 I 
l---------~-----------------------------------------------------1 ~ 
I ERADU I 5070 I 4942 I 5610 I 5946 I 4692 I 5054 I A 
I MEANS I I I I I I I W 








I S40 I S70 I SlOO I Sl50 I S200 I MEANS! 
--------------1------1-------1--------l--------l-------l-------I 
I I I I I I I 
ERADU I 27.7 I 17.6 I 22.5 I 14.l I 24.0 I 21.2 I 
NO I I I I I I I 
CMD 78/67/32 I 15.9 I 20.8 I 22.3 I 20.2 I 21.6 I 20.2 I 
---------------------------------------------------------------! 
ERADU I 24.2 I 22.8 I 29.4 I 16.0 I 17.0 I 21.9 I 
Nl2. 5 I I I I I I 
CMD 78/67/32 I 29.3 I 14.5 I 16.8 I 20.2 I 14.5 I 19.l 
--------------------~------------------------------------------
ER ADU I 23.9 I 26.0 I 22.0 I 20.l 8.7 20.l 
N25.0 I I I I 
CMD 78/67/32 I 23.6 I 22.6 I 25. 7 I 20.9 22.8 23.l 
ERADU 22.9 16.0 I 17.6 22.9 26.4 21.2 
N50.0 I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 17.l I 14.l I 24.3 I 26.5 I 19.9 I 20.4 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 19.0 I 29.3 I 23.0 I 25.5 I 24.0 I 24.2 
INlOO.O I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 18.3 I 22.0 I 24.6 I 28.9 I 27.4 I 24.2 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 20.9 I 21.0 I 23.7 I 20.4 I 20.9 I 21.4 
IN50+50 I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 19.5 I 16.2 I 25.9 I 22.6 I 32.5 I 23.3 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 23.l I 22.l I 23.0 I 19.8 I 20.2 I 21.7 
I MEANS I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 20.6 I 18.4 I 23.3 I 23.2 I 23.l I 21.7 
+---------------------------------------------------------------+ 
TABLE 9 
SEED WEIGHT g/seed x 1000 
+---------------------------------------~-----------------------+ 
I I S40 I S70 I SlOO I Sl50 I S200 I MEANS I 
l--------------l------1-------1--------1--------l-------l-------I 
I I I I I I I I 
I ERADU I 35.2 I 37.1 I 35.6 I 36.6 I 34.7 I 35.8 I 
I NO I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 39.2 I 35.4 I 33.5 I 37.8 I 36.2 I 36.4 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 36.4 I 33.5 I 35.9 I 36.9 I 37.3 I 36.0 
I Nl2. 5 I I I I I I · 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 33.4 I 38.6 I 33.7 I 36.2 I 39.5 I 36.3 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 37.3 I 37.2 I 37.9 I 32.7 I 37.4 I 36.5 
I N25. o I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 36.0 I 34.2 I 35.7 I 33.4 I 38.5 I 35.6 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 38.5 I 35.9 I 36.4 I 36.3 I 34.8 I 36.4 
I N5 o. o I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 33.2 I 38.8 I 34.4 I 37.0 I 38.l I 36.3 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 38.4 I 35.2 I 32.9 I 35.4 I 33.l I 35.0 
INlOO.O I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 33.l I 37.l I 36.6 I 34.8 I 33.2 I 35.0 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 36.3 I 32.6 I 32.6 I 35.9 I 37.9 I 35.l 
I N50+50 I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 33.6 I 34.6 I 38.4 I 35.5 I 35.l I 35.4 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
I ERADU I 37.0 I 35.2 I 35.2 I 35.6 I 35.9 I 35.8 I 
I MEANS I I I I I I I 









DRY MATTER/PLANT g/plant 
+---------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I 540 I S70 I 5100 I 5150 I S200 I MEANS 
--------------1------1-------1--------l--------l-------l-------
I I I I I I 
ERADU I 5.10 I 2.39 I 2.14 I 1.55 I 1.13 I 2.46 
ND I I I I I I 
CMD 78/67/32 I 6.83 I 3.11 I 3.05 I 2.09 I 1.56 I 3.33 
ERADU 4.75 2.66 2.19 0.93 1.15 2.34 
Nl2.5 
CMD 78/67/32 6.42 3.16 3.61 2.02 l. 70 3.38 
---------------------------------------------------------------
ERADU I 5.97 I 4.03 I 2.18 I l. 59 l. 07 2.97 
N25.0 I I I I 
CMD 78/67/32 I 7.33 I 3.55 I 3.59 I l.37 1.44 3.46 
---------------------------------------------------------------
ERADU I 4.86 2.65 l. 72 l. 23 1.17 2.33 
N50.0 I 
CMD 78/67/32 110.67 3.52 2.68 2.22 2.26 4.27 
---------------------------------------------------------------
ER ADU 5.77 2.39 2.00 l. 27 l. 07 2.50 
NlOO.O 
CMD 78/67/32 7.40 3.65 3.37 2.14 l. 79 3.67 
---------------------------------------------------------------
ERADU 5.33 3.09 2.44 l. 57 0.95 2.68 
N50+50 
CMD 78/67/32 4.81 5.23 3.53 l. 93 l. 54 3.41 
---------------------------------------------------------------
ERAOU 5.30 2.87 2.11 l. 36 l. 09 2.55 
MEANS 
CMD 78/67/32 7.24 3.70 3.30 l. 96 l. 72 3.58 
+---------------------------------------------------------------+ 
* Calculated on seedling establishment counts. 
Plant number at harvest not assessed. 
TABLE 11 
GRAIN YIELD/PLANT g/plant 
+----------------------------~----------------------------------+ 
I I S40 I S70 I SlOO I Sl50 I S200 I MEANS I 
l--------------1------1-------1--------l--------l-------l-------I 
I I I I I I I I 
I ERADU I 2.25 I 1.05 I 0.92 I 0.66 I 0.49 I 1.07 I 
I ND I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 2.96 I 1.40 I 1.28 I D.93 I 0.68 I 1.45 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
I ERADU I 2.09 I 1.16 I 0.98 I 0.41 I 0.52 I 1.03 I 
I Nl2. 5 I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 2.78 I 1.37 I 1.50 I 0.90 I D.75 I 1.46 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
I ERADU I 2.76 I 1.81 I 0.95 I 0.66 I 0.40 I 1.32 I 
I N25. o I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 3.21 I 1.51 I 1.56 I o.59 I D.67 I 1.51 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
I ERADU I 2.30 I 1.10 I 0.76 I 0.52 I 0.51 I 1.04 I 
I N5 o. o I I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 4.46 I 1.56 I 1.19 I D.97 I 1.03 I 1.84 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 2.40 I 1.07 I 0.86 I 0.57 I 0.45 I 1.07 
INlDO.D I I I I I I 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 2.97 I 1.60 I 1.49 I 0.96 I 0.75 I 1.55 
1---------------------------------------------------------------
1 ERADU I 2.36 I 1.29 I 1.03 I 0.68 I 0.42 I 1.16 
I N50+50 I I I I I I 9 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 1.96 I 2.16 I 1.68 I 0.87 I 0.68 I 1.47 
!--------------------------------------------------------------- ~ 
I ERADU I 2. 36 I 1. 25 I o. 92 I o. 58 I O. 46 I 1.12 
I MEANS I I I I I I e 
I CMD 78/67/32 I 3.06 I 1.60 I 1.45 I 0.87 I 0.76 I 1.55 
+---------------------------------------------------------------+ 
*.Calculated on seedling establishment counts. 








I S40 I S70 I s100 I Sl50 I s200 I MEANSI 
--------------1------1-------1--------l--------l-------l-------I 
I I I I I I I 
ERADU I 2. 42 I 1. 99 I 1. 52 I 1. 41 I o. 65* I 1. 60 I 
NO I I I I I I I 
CMD 78/67/32 I 5.22 I 2.22 I 2.21 I 1.36 I 0.91*1 2.38 I 
---------------------------------------------------------------1 
ERADU I 3. 26 I 1. 58 I 0. 96* I 0. 80* I 0. 82* I 1. 48 I 
Nl2. 5 I I I I I I I 
CMD 78/67/32 I 3.60 I 3.25 I 2.82 I 1.98 I 1.41 I 2.61 I 
---------------------------------------------------------------
ER ADU I 3.12 I 2.09 I 1. 28 1.16 I 1. 30 I 1. 79 
N25.0 I I I I I 
CMD 78/67/32 I 4.17 I 2.22 I 1.81 o.94* I o. 78* I 1.98 
---------------------------------------------------------------
ERADU 2.67 2.20 1. 30 0.90*1 0.60*1 1. 53 
N50.0 I I 
CMD 78/67/32 9.66 3.22 1. 44 1. 05 I 1. 42 I 3.36 
---------------------------------------------------------------
ERADU 3.88 1. 05 1. 24 0.64*1 0.74*1 1. 51 
NlOO.O I I 
CMD 78/67/32 5.76 2.22 1. 88 0.95*1 0.85*1 2.33 
---------------------------------------------------------------
ERADU 3.18 2.38 1. 41 1.11 0.55*1 1. 73 
N50+50 I 
CMD 78/67/32 3.37 4.24 1. 72 1. 40 0.60*1 2.27 
---------------------------------------------------------------
ERADU 3.09 1. 88 1. 28 1. 00 0.78 1. 60 
MEANS 
CMD 78/67/32 5.30 2.90 1. 98 1. 28 1. 00 2.49 
+---------------------------------------------------------------
* Calculated on seedling establishment counts. 
Plant number at harvest not assessed. 
There are numerous values <l.O indicating significant 
plant death during the season. 
"' 
TRIAL E84C20 - Maturity, Nitrogen and Density Effects on Barley 
(Filed on disc RESULT 84 "Barley") 
BACKGROUND 
Optimum flowering date in cereals is usually a compromise 
that minimizes the risk due to frost damage, disease and drought. 
It has been postulated that early maturity offers some prosrect 
for increasing cereal yields in areas of moderately low frost 
risk, particularly for soils of low water holding capacity. 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
Site: ECRS 
Soil Type: Yellow sandplain, wheat stubble 
Seeding Date: 22/5/84 
Seeding Rate: 20, 40, 80, 120, 180, 240, kg/ha 
Varieties: Ketch (early), Stirling barley 
Fertilizer: 150 kg/ha TSP 0,12.5,25,50,lOO,l50 kg N/ha as 
Agran 34.0 Half at seeding Half at 4 weeks 
Herbicide: 21/ha Sprayseed 0.51/ha Banex 0.51/ha Farmco 
0500 1.51/ha Buckshot 
Fungicide: 11/ha Tilt, 11/ha Rovral 31/7/84 and 13/8/84 
Design: Randomized block, 4 replicates, plots lOm x l.4m 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Growth of all plots was sufficiently poor that planned 
detailed growt~ and yield component sampling was not conducted; 
maximum treatment yield was 1.52 t/ha. There was no response to 
seeding rate over the range 20-240 kg/ha (Table 1). T~ere was a 
normal response to applied nitrogen fertilizer from 0.25 t/ha 
(ON) to 1.48 t/ha (lOON) (Table 2). 
The reasons for poor growth and yield are outlined below: ~ 
(i) Cropping History - The site was planted to wheat in 1983. ~ 
An identical trial on a lunin stubble site was abandoned 
due to severe brome Qr3ss infestation. A separate trial A 
showed that crop rotation using lupin-barlAy instead of ~ 
wheat-barley could increase barley yield by 11%. ~ 
·(ii) Soil Compaction - The site has been farmed for over 20 ~ 
years with more than 10 crops being grown. Results from 
other trials have shown that (a) soil compaction caused by 
6 tractor passes could reduce barley growth and yield by 
over 50%. (b) Deep tillage to remove soil compaction 
increased barley yield by 38%. The combined effectsof· 
deep tillage and crop rotation with lupins increased 
yield by 53%. 
(iii) Leaf Disease - The trial was heavily infested with 




Data have generally supported the thesLs that grain yiP.ld on 
the sandplain soils is closely related to early growth, as 
indicated oy dry weight at anthesis. For variety Forrest grown 
in 1983 at SN rates and 6 seeding rates: 
Yield = function (BY anthesis) 
r = 0.53** n = 120 
For barley grown in 1984 in a factorial trial involving rotation, 
tillage and fungicide treatments: 
Yield = function (BY anthesis) 
r = 0.822*** n = 36 
It is clear that to expoit the full yield potential of barley on 
light textured soils, early growth must be maximized. This will 
be done during 1985 using a combination of high seeding and 
ferilizer rates, deep tillage, crop rotation and fungicide 
treatments. 
TABLE l: EFFECT OF SEEDING RATE ON GRAIN YIELD OF KETCH 
\EARLY) AND'"STIRITNG BARLEY t/ha 
+---------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I I NO I Nl2.5I N25 I N50 I NlOO I Nl50 ti MEAN I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------1 
I I I I I I I # I 
I KETCH I 1.05 I 0.89 I 0.96 I 1.01 I 1.07 I 0.95 # 0.99 I 
I I I I I I I # I 
I STIRLING I 0.82 I 1.01 I 0.97 I 0.95 I 1.03 I 0.97 # 0.96 I 
!===============================================================! 
I MEAN I 0.94 I 0.95 I 0.96 I 0.98 I 1.05 I 0.96 # 0.98 I 
+----------------------------------------------------------------+ 
TABLE 2: EFFECT OF NITROGEN APPLICATION ON GRAIN YIELD OF 
KETCH (EARLY) AND STIRLINC--BARLEY t/ha 
+---------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I I NO I Nl2.5I N25 I N50 I NlOO I Nl50 If MEAN I 
!---------------------------------------------------------------! 
I I I I I I I # I 
I KETCH I 0.24 I 0.54 I 0.87 I 1.29 I 1.46 I 1.52 # 0.99 I 
I I I I I I I . # I 
I STIRLING I 0.26 I 0.55 I 0.93 I 1.23 I 1.51 I 1.27 # 0.96 I 
!==========================================~====================! 
I MEAN I 0.25 I 0.54 I 0.90 I 1.26 I 1.48 I 1.40 # 0.98 I 
+---------------------------------------------------------------+ 
TRIAL E84C2l - WHEAT VARIETY TRIAL 
(Filed on disc RESULT 84 "Wheat") 
BACKGROUND 
Local preliminary research has been aimed at the assessment 
of cereal plant types most suited to growth conditions in the 
Geraldton Region. An attempt has been made to obtain well 
adapted early maturing, and low tillering material. 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
Site: ECRS, Gills (W. Northampton), Criddles (Balla) 
Soil Type: Yellow sand plain 
Variety: 21 wheat varieties/lines 
Seeding Date: ECRS 22/5/85, Gills 25/5/85, Criddles 16/5/85 
Seeding Rate: 50 kg/ha 
Fertilizer: Superphosphate Cu, Zn, Mo#l 300 kg/ha 
50 kg N/ha as 34.0 Agran 
Herbicides: Gills and Criddles: 21/ha Sprayseed 1.51/ha 
Buckshot 
ECRS: 21/ha Sprayseed 0.51/ha Banex 0.51/ha 
Farmco 0500 l.5kg/ha 55H 
Design: Randomised block, 4 replicates, plots lOm x l.4m 
RESULTS 
A full set of varieties was not planted at all sites. Grain 
yield data are given in Table 1. The Criddles site (deep ripped) 
had the highest mean yield. The varieties/lines 24-243-20-9, 
Canna and Gamenya produced the highest average yields. Yield of 
all varieties at ECRS was low due to initial brome arass 
infestation and phytotoxicity caused by post-emergent SSH 
herbicide application. 
Zadoks ratings are presented in Table 2. 
DISCUSSION 
None of the early maturing, or low tillering lines tested 
yielded well compared with current varieties. The lines 
24-243-20-9 and CW-PC # 170 produced high yields at several 
sites. Yield of Aroona was low at all sites, possibly to high 
incidence of leaf diseases; Aroona and QT8132 were rated at the 
Gills and Criddles sites as having high leaf disease incidence. 
Limited testing of selected lines only, will be conducted at a 







TABLE 1: GRAIN YIELD OF WHEAT VARIETIES/LINES PLANTED AT 
THREE SANDPLAIN SITES t/ha 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I I ECRS I CRIDDLES I GILLS I MEAN 
1--------------------------------------------------------------
1 I 
l78Z24l-52-3 I 0.99 I 1.38 1.47 1.28 
l78Z242-72-4 I 1.22 I 1.43 0.91 1.19 
I 78Z287-59 I 0.53 LOO 1.02 0.85 
ICANNA I 1.08 1.72 1.43 1.41 
ICMD 78/10/12 I 0.70 1.50 1.17 1.12 
ICMD 78/67/22 I 0.71 1.03 0.85 0.86 
ICMD 78/67/28 0.78 1.38 1.16 1.11 
ICMD 78/68/12 0.63 1.20 0.73 0.85 
ICMD 78/72/5 0.57 1.44 0.93 0.98 
ICW # 152 0.89 
ICW-CB#OOl 0.83 
ICW-PC#l21 0.90 
ICW-PC#l70 1.04 1.55 
ICW-UNKN#2 0.54 1.04 
IERADU 0.85 1.54 1.55 1.31 
IGAMENYA 1.16 1.64 1.59 1.46 
IGAMENYA AND TERR 0.98 1.65 1.43 1.35 
IGUTHA 0.95 1~59 1.41 1.32 
IAROONA 0.56 1.13 0.69 0.79 
IQT 8132 0.72 1.02 1.06 I 0.93 
1--------------------------------------------------------------
1 MEAN I 0.84 I 1.40 I 1.20 I 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
TABLE 2: ZADOKS RATINGS FOR WHEAT VARIETIES PLANTED AT 
THREE SANDPLAIN SITES 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
I ECRS CR I DOLES GILLS 
I I 22/8 I 21/8 I 21/8 
!--------------------------------------------------------------
24-243-20-9 46 49 51 
78-Z24l-52-3 62 64 61 
78Z242-72-4 49 52 61 
78Z287-59 67 64 61 
CANN A 55 52 56 
CMD 78/10/12 55 59 58 
CMD 78/67/22 64 61 60 
CMD 78/67/28 58 62 63 
CMD 78/66/12 61 60 66 




CW-PCIH 70 59 63 
CW-UNKN/12 65 64 
ERA DU 63 59 58 
GAMENYA 52 54 53 
GAME NY A AND TERR 52 54 53 
GUTHA 68 66 68 
AROONA 69 65 62 
QT 8132 69 64 63 
+--------------------------------------------------------------+ 
Zadoks Scale Summary 
40-49 Booting 








REPORT ON TRIALS E84Cl8, E84C23, E84C28, E84C33 
PEA RESEARCH IN THE GERALDTON REGION (filed on RESULTS84 "PEAS") 
BACKGROUND 
Field peas have attracted widespread interest as an alternative 
grain legume crop to lupins. In general, it is thought that peas 
will be better adapted to heavy soil types in high rainfall 
zones. However, the yellow sandplain makes up about 65% of the 
Geraldton region, much of which can be classed in the low or 
medium rainfall zone. To date, local research has been 
concentrated on the sandplain soils. 
TRIAL E84Cl8 - Seeding Density Of Leafy And Semileafless Peas 
Site: ECRS 
Soil type: Yellow sandplain 
Varieties: Derrimut (leafy), PSL5 (semileafless) 
Seeding Date: 18/5/84 
Seeding Rate: 100,200,300,400 kg/ha Water slurry inoculated 
Fertilizer: 300 kg/ha Superphosphate Cu,Mo Zn #1 
Herbicide: 21/ha Sprayseed 11/ha Fusilade 
Design: Randomized block, 4 replicates, plots 5m x l.4m 
RESULTS 
Nodulation of all plots was poor. Plots were rated at 55 
OAP for seedling establishment and % nodulated plants (visual 
observation of top growth). 
VARIETY ESTABLISHMENT % NODULATION 
Derrimut EST = 9.6 + 0.16 (seed rate) 62% 
r = 0.82** n = 16 
P-SL-5 EST = 9.6 + 0.09 (seed rate) 72% 
r = 0.85** n = 16 
Many un-nodulated plants died, and growth of nodulated 
plants was poor. Variety P-SL-5 was harvested for seed for 
subsequent trial work. 
TRIAL E874C23 - Pea Variety Trial 
Site: ECRS 
Soil Type: Yellow sandplain 
Varieties: 21 varieties/lines 
Seeding Date: 18/5/84 
Seeding Rate: 150kg/ha Water slurry inoculated 
Fertilizer: 150 kg TSP/ha 
Herbicide: 21/ha Srrayseed 11/ha Fusilade 
Design: Randomized block, 4 replicates, plots lOm x l.4m 
RESULTS 
Nodulation of all plots was poor and there was poor growth 
of nodulated plants. Consequently, grain yields were low (< 1 
tonne/ha). Highest yields were obtained for the semi-leafless 
line P-SL-8 (0.9 t/ha) and the leafy variety WP-7 (0.98 t/ha). 
There was considerable variation in flowering date for the 
lines tested. At 83 days after planting line 905 had fully 
formed (unfilled) pods, whilst the semi-leafless line P-SL-12 had 
not begun flowering. There was no relationship between flowering 






































































* 83 OAP 0 = no flowers; l = few flowers; 2 = many flowers; 
3 = small pods; 4 = flat pods; 5 = filling µods. 
TRIAL E84C28 - Pea Variety Trial (ex G Berry) 
Site: ECRS 
Soil Type: Yellow sandplain 
Varieties: 40 varieti~s/lines 
Seeding Date: 18/5/84 
Seeding Rate: 125 kg/ha Wat~r slurry inocul2ted 
Fertilizer: 150 kg/ha TSP 
Herbicide: 21/ha Sprayseed 11/ha Fusilade 








There was poor nodulation of all plots, and poor growth of 
n o d u l a t e d p l an t s . Y i e l d s w e re l o w , r an g i r1 g fr o m O .18 t I h a (l i n e 
9, OC20) to l.08 t/ha (Oun). There was considerable variation in 
stage of flowering, assessed at 83 days after planting. The 
earliest lines were 6 (0820) and 13 (0019), with the semi-
leafless lines P-SL-5 and P-SL-12 being very late flowering. 
There was no relationship between flowering stage rating and 
grain yield. 
VARIETY/LINE FLOWERING DATE RATING * YIELD t/ha 
l( DA3) 3.8 0.76** 
10(004) 3.5 0.35 
11(0010) 3.0 0.35 
12(0017) 3.5 0.53 
13(0019) 4.2 i). 52 
l4(0E8) 3.5 0.48 
15(0El0) 3.8 0.52 
16(0Fl4) 3.8 0.42 
17(0Gl0) 3.8 0.30 
18(RC2) 4.0 0.43 
19(7A004) 4.0 0.52 
2(0A4) 2.8 0.48 
20 3.5 0.40 
21 2.2 0.52 
22 l. 8 0.86 
23 3.8 0.48 
24 3.0 0.22 
25 3.2 0.42 
26 2.8 0.45 
3(0A5) 2.8 l. 06 
4(DA9) 2.0 0.94 
5(087) 2.8 0.80 
6(0820) 4.2 0.46 
7(DC17) l. 8 0.41 
8(DC18) 3.5 0.64 
801 3.2 0. 7-5 
812 3.8 0.83*lt 
865 3.5 0.22 
873 3.8 SL 0.24 
893 3.8 SL 0.70** 
9(1JC20) 2.8 SL 0.18 
941 3.8 0.63 
945 2.8 0.36 
965 3.5 SL 0.70 
BUCKLEY 2.5 0. 7"3 
OERRIMUT 3.5 0. 74 
DUN 2.0 l. 08 
OUNDALE 2.8 0.61 
P-SL-12 l. 0 SL 0. 50 
P-SL-5 l. 2 SL 0.42 
MEAN 3.1 0.54 
*83 OAP O = no flowers; 1 = few flowers; 2 = many flowers; 
3 = small pods; 4 = flat pods; 5 = filling pods. 
** Hand harvested. These lines were selected earlier for 
early flowering and erect growth habit. 
TRIAL E84C33 - Pea Variety Trial (ex M Ali) 
Site: ECRS 
Soil Type: Yellow sandplain 
Varieties: 16 varieties/lines 
Seeding Date: 18/5/84 
Seeding Rate: 170 kg/ha Water slurry inoculated 
Fertilizer: 150 kg/ha TSP 
Herbicide: 21/ha Sprayseed 11/ha Fusilade 
Design: Completely randomized, 3 replicates, plots 5m x l.4m 
RESULTS 
There was poor nodulation of all plots, and poor growth of 
nodulated plants. Hand harvested grain yields were low, ranging 


















* Hand Harvested 
DISCUSSION (all trials) 

















There was poor nodulation of all pea trials sown on the 
yellow sandplain of the Geraldton Region. It is not possihle to 
separate the possible causes of this problem--poor inoculum, high 
fertilizer rates, poor seed-soil contact, soil compaction. 
Trials elsewhere in W.A. durina 1985 exhibited variable 
nod u l at ion ; so me tr i al s us in g t h-e w ate r s l u r r y i no cu 1 at ion 
technique had excellent nodulation. Th~ technique of inoculation 







In all trials, there was very poor growth of nodulated 
plants.Results from other work (Trial 84GE45) have shown that 
peas are very sensitive to soil compaction; the ECRS Site has a 
high level of compaction imposed by vehicular traffic. For Trial 





























These data indicate that peas may grow well on uncompacted 
sandy soils, as well as heavier soil types. Deep tillage 
(ripping) would be necessary to produce soil conditions suitable 
for good pea growth. 
There was much variation in time of flowering and maturity, 
leaf habit, plant erectnesss, seed colour and yield, even under 
the poor growth levels attained in these trials. This suggests 
that specific suitability of varieties/lines will be strongly 
evident under good growth conditions (eg. uncompacted soil). 
It may be argued that peas are generally unsuited to 
production on the sandplain soils: 
- shallow root system 
- sensitivity to soil compaction 
- lupins as the alternative legume 
- erosion hazard following stubble grazing 
In future, all major pea research in the Geraldton Region 
will be concentrated on the fertile sandy loam and shallow clay 
loam soils. Minor work to further examine the sensitivity of 
peas to soil compaction, and gain some assessment of pea yield 
potenti~l und~r uncompacted soil conditions will continue on the 
sand plain. 
l57 
REPORT ON TRIAL E84C32 -THE EFFECT OF TERRA SORB ON WHEAT YIELD 
(filed on disk RESULTS 84 11 TERRSOR8 11 ) 
BACKGROUND 
Recently, there has been consid~rable attention given by the 
nursery industry to hydrophilic gels, commonly known as 
hydroaels. It has been suggested that these compounds may have 
application in broadacre dryland agriculture. The commercial 
preparations, David Grays TerraSorb 1005g and 600g, were tested 
for wheat grown on the yellow sandplain. 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
SITE: ECRS 
SOIL TYPE: Yellow sandplain 
VARIETY: Eradu wheat 50kg/ha 
SEEDING DATE: 12/6/84 
FERTILISER: l50kg/ha OAP 
HERBICIDE: l l/ha Roundup 
TERRASORB TREATMENTS: 12 levels of l005g and 600g(applied with 
seed). See Table 1. 
DESIGN: Randomised block, 4 replicates, Plots lOm x l.4m 
RESULTS 
Treatment with Terra Sorb lOOOg seed coating and/or granular 
Terra Sorb 600g had no significant effect on yield of Eradu wheat 
grown on yellow sandplain. (Table 1). There was no observed 
visual effect of treatment at any stage during the season. 






l Control 1. 36 
2 Coated l005g (l.4kg/ha) l. 45 
3 TerraSorb 600g 2kg/ha 1. 28 
4 II " 4kg/ha l. 28 
5 " " 8kg/ha l. 25 
6 " " l6kg/ha 1.13 
7 Coated 1005g l.4kg/ha + Terrasorb 500g 2kr;/ha l. 33 
8 " " II + " II 4kg/ha l. 25 
9 " II " + II II 8kg/ha l. 48 
10 II II II + II II l6kg/ha 1. 36 
11 Terra Sorb 600g 32kg/ha 1.14 
12 II II " 64kg/ha 1. 29 
MEAN YIELD l. 30 







No response was achieved in this trial despite application of up 
to 64kg/ha soil grade Terra Sorb 600g - estimated cost of well 
over $100/ha. Lamont and O'Connell (1984) could not demonstrate 
any beneficial effect of two types of hydrogels on growth or 
shelf-life of petunias or mRrigolds. The use of hydrogels such 
as Terra Sorb cannot be recommended for broadacre cropping. 
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